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Abstract

Data centers have begun adapting to renewable energy sources in recent years to reduce their operational carbon emissions. As the percentage of renewables increases in the electricity grid, time-shifting techniques have been employed to gradually align data center power usage with the variable availability of renewables [3, 4]. But there is a limit on how much we can move workloads around in time within a data center.

In this work, we study another dimension to solve the renewable intermittency problem, i.e. space-shifting workloads via geographical workload migration. We propose an inter-datacenter workload scheduling and placement system that considers both carbon cleanness and migration overhead. We define a new metric that quantifies the cost of workload migration and use it to prioritize moving jobs with low migration cost. We are currently implementing our system on Kubernetes where users can transparently enroll, and we plan to collect usage data to evaluate and further improve our system.

1 Introduction

Data center energy usage and its resulting carbon footprint have been growing rapidly thanks to AI/ML applications and cloud migration [1]. Aligning datacenter power demands to intermittent renewables is a challenge, and several studies have examined time-shifting workloads to match the available low-carbon power [3, 4]. But time-shifting with a single data center limits the carbon saving potentials because: 1) many jobs cannot wait overnight for the next solar window, 2) there is not enough demand within a data center to take advantage of the high solar peak, and 3) time-shifting cannot address the geographical imbalance of renewables, which is also prevalent in the grid. Alternatively, Agarwal et al. explored space-shifting in workload-agnostic settings [2], but it was limited to a small region due to high moving costs.

We believe that to really embrace migration as a solution to this problem, we must acknowledge that different jobs vary in their cost to move. A simple example is code compilation vs log analysis. The former is CPU-heavy and can be easily moved, whereas the latter is data-heavy and will require a large data transfer. Thus, one of our goals in this work is to differentiate different classes of applications and quantify the cost of moving each type of application.

In this work, we propose a comprehensive inter-datacenter workload scheduling and placement system that optimizes for both carbon footprint and migration cost. At the high level, we employ a two-level scheduling system that 1) adjusts resource footprint across data centers based on their carbon cleanness, and 2) assigns individual jobs to their optimal locations while considering both carbon savings and migration cost. We will now discuss the system design, explain migration cost analysis, and end with our evaluation plan.

2 Multi-datacenter carbon-aware scheduling

At the core of our system is a two-layer scheduler that accounts for both carbon emission reduction and migration cost. Figure 1 shows the architecture and main components.

The top-layer resource manager adjusts the available resources in each region, based on the carbon cleanness and current utilization. If there are more workloads, it prioritizes the region(s) with low-carbon power; and when there are fewer workloads, it reduces the resource footprint in high-carbon regions. This operates at a lower frequency, e.g. 15min. The
bottom-layer job scheduler makes real-time decisions on where to run a job, by considering available resources, carbon cleanliness, and migration cost. The goal is to avoid moving jobs with high migration cost that negates the carbon savings.

The carbon emission reduction is calculated as the compute energy usage times the carbon intensity difference between two regions. We measure the compute energy using profiling tools like Intel RAPL, or calculate it as CPU time × TDP. Carbon intensity is a well-defined metric that measures the carbon emissions per unit of electricity (gCO2/kWh). We calculate this time series data for each region based on its local grid energy supply mix, which we record using a data crawler.

For migration cost, we focus on the energy needed to perform the data transfer, which is the bulk of overhead from an energy perspective. We collect historic job execution information like job run time and input/output data size, to determine its compute energy usage and migration cost. Further, prior studies have shown that WAN bandwidth can vary significantly across region pairs and times of the day. Thus, we also keep track of this information using past transfers and periodic probes.

3 Balancing migration cost with carbon savings

To balance between carbon savings and migration cost, we calculate how much overhead in terms of energy consumption we are adding by moving a workload (+X%), and compare it with the carbon savings of such movement (−Y%). If X is on par with Y, then it’s not worthwhile to move this workload, but if X << Y, this means that we can achieve carbon savings with relatively negligible overhead.

This intuition incentivizes us to define this new metric to guide migration decisions, which is the ratio of a job’s compute energy usage and input/output data size. More formally, we define:

\[
\text{compute-to-data-size ratio} = \frac{\text{Compute energy usage}}{\text{Data size}}
\]

Intuitively, a high compute-to-data-size ratio means that the job is more CPU-heavy. Thus, moving it will recur less data movement per unit of compute energy usage, or carbon savings. This allows us to prioritize workloads with high compute-to-data-size ratios, as moving these jobs can move more energy consumption and thus achieve more carbon savings per byte of data movement.

We performed an analysis of several common workloads and the results are shown in Table 1. Note that this alone does not determine the actual migration cost, because data transfer time also depends on the available WAN bandwidth. However, this metric is a great indicator of how easily a job or a type of job can be moved. We combine this singular metric with WAN bandwidth data to make real-time decisions in our scheduling pipeline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>C2D ratio (kJ/GB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compile Linux</td>
<td>76.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video effect (grayscale, h.265)</td>
<td>96.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video effect (grayscale, h.264)</td>
<td>11.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video transcoding (h.264 → h.265)</td>
<td>19.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video resizing (4k → 1080p, h.264)</td>
<td>1.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compression (gzip)</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Compute-to-data-size ratio of profiled workloads

4 End-to-end evaluation on Kubernetes

We are currently implementing our system on Nautilus, a Kubernetes research platform that supports three US regions. This is an ideal platform because Nautilus allows us to easily schedule workloads in any region and arrange data transfers. Nautilus also contains many batch jobs that are delay-tolerant.

We are building a kubectl wrapper so users can seamlessly opt in. We plan to provide insights like predicted carbon savings, estimated migration cost and actual net savings.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we present a practical solution that moves workloads across data centers to achieve lower carbon footprint while managing migration overhead. We define a new metric to guide migration decisions and avoid high-cost migrations. We are building an end-to-end solution on Kubernetes and we believe it will complement existing time-shifting solutions.
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